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  The Chicago Fire Soccer Club opened its 2019 MLS regular season with a hard-fought 2-1 loss against the LA Galaxy 
before 25,866 fans at Dignity Health Sports Park on Saturday evening. Forward CJ Sapong, who recently joined the 
Fire, scored the game's opening goal in the first half, tallying his first goal for his new Club.
   Five players made their debut for the Fire in Saturday's match, including goalkeeper David Ousted, defender Mar-
celo, midfielders Przemyslaw Frankowski and Cristian Martinez, and Sapong. Saturday's contest marked Marcelo and 
Frankowski's first appearance in MLS league play, with both players joining the Fire ahead of the 2019 regular season.
  The Fire took the lead in the 49th minute of play when Sapong intercepted a misplaced pass in the final third. Running 
toward goal, Sapong rounded goalkeeper David Bingham and carefully placed his final effort into the back of the net.
  The Galaxy managed to equalize in the 68th minute of play when a cross into the box found defender Daniel Steres, 
who nodded the ball into the back of the net from close range. With 10 minutes remaining in the match, the Galaxy 
took the lead when the ball was deflected to the back post toward forward Zlatan Ibrahimovic, who was able to con-
vert from close range.
  Next up, the Fire will host Orlando City SC at SeatGeek Stadium on Saturday, March 9. Beginning at 12:00 p.m. CT, 
the Men in Red's home opener 
will be broadcast live on ESPN+ 
and transmitted locally on Uni-
vision Radio WRTO AM 1200.
  Match notes:
Forward CJ Sapong scored his 
first career goal for the Fire and 
the 57th goal of his MLS career.
Four players made their first 
MLS starts with the Fire, in-
cluding goalkeeper David Oust-
ed, defender Marcelo, mid-
fielder Przemyslaw Frankowski 
and Sapong.
Saturday's match marked the 
Fire's 44th regular-season con-
test against the Galaxy, dating back to 1998.
With Sapong's goal, the Fire have scored 50 goals against the Galaxy since beginning play in MLS in 1998.

Scoring Summary:
CHI - Sapong (1) (unassisted) 49'
LA - Steres (1) (Alvarez) 68'
LA - Ibrahimovic (1) (unassisted) 80

Misconduct Summary:
CHI - Marcelo (Caution) 44'

Chicago Fire: Ousted; Campos (Hasler 72'), Marcelo, Kappelhof, Corrales; McCarty ©, Schweinsteiger, Frankowski, 
Mihailovic (Bronico 76'), Katai (Martinez 67'), Sapong
 Subs not used: Sanchez, Lillard, Herbers, Nikolic
 Shots: 17 Shots on goal: 5 Fouls Committed: 8 Fouls Suffered: 7 Offsides: 2 Corners: 7

LA Galaxy: Bingham; Feltscher, Steres, Polenta, Skjelvik, dos Santos, Carrasco, Alessandrini (Boateng 19'), Cuello (Alva-
rez 59'), Antuna (Pontius 76'), Ibrahimovic ©
  Subs not used: Lampson, Romney, Hilliard-Arce, Araujo
 Shots: 13 Shots on goal: 5 Fouls Committed: 7 Fouls Suffered: 8 Offsides: 3 Corners: 9

Referee: Allen Chapman   Assistant Referees: Jeremy Hanson, Jeremy Kieso   VAR: Kevin Stott

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB

Chicago Fire Falls 2-1 to LA Galaxy at 
Dignity Health Sports Park
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Carles Gil opened his Major League Soccer account as the New England Revolution rallied to play FC Dallas 
to a 1-1 draw Saturday at Toyota Stadium.

Michael Barrios struck FC Dallas’ first goal of the 2019 season in the 13th minute as the Revs troubles on 
counterattacks continue.

Dominique Badji latched onto a ball out of the back by Reggie Cannon, held it up and slipped a pass to Bar-
rios, who ran at three New England defenders, cut outside and scored low inside the far post.

Gil leveled for the Revs in the 57th minute. Antonio Delamea got on the end of a lobbed cross by Jalil Ani-
baba and headed down to Gil, who settled before netting the equalizer.

Anibaba was a late replacement in the Revs starting XI for Michael Mancienne, who picked up a pregame 
injury.

Goals
13’ — DAL — Michael Barrios
57’ — NE — Carles Gil 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: The Revs will be the happier team, having lost a key starter in pregame and trailing, 1-0, 
at halftime. FC Dallas, though, won’t feel too hard done in Luchi Gonzalez’s first game in charge.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: It’s all about Gil’s leveler. Delamea does well to rise up and win the header and 
Gil takes a subtle touch before a clinical finish.

 
MAN OF THE MATCH: 
Anibaba didn’t expect 
to start, but when Man-
cienne picked up that 
pregame knock, he was 
forced into action and 
performed pretty well on 
the defensive side and as-
sisted on Gil’s tying goal.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER   Dylan Butler    Contributor

FC Dallas 1, New England Revolution 1
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  After waiting more than an hour to get on the field, Nani and Dom Dwyer combined to help lift Orlando City to a stir-
ring 2-2 draw against New York City FC on Saturday at Orlando City Stadium.
  The pair entered on either side of 69 minutes as subs following surprising omissions from the starting XI, then com-
bined down the left to set up Tesho Akindele's 75th minute equalizer. That goal followed Chris Mueller's 59th-minute 
strike on a free kick to cut the deficit in half after the 
hosts trailed by two at halftime.
  Ebenezer Ofori opened the scoring with a blistering 
low strike from distance and Alexander Ring doubled 
NYCFC's lead just before the break when he finished 
off a devastating pass from Cityzen debutant Alexan-
dru Mitrita.

Goals
13 - NYC - Ebenezer Ofori 
45 - NYC - Alex Ring
59' - ORL - Chris Mueller 
75' - ORL - Tesho Akindele

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Orlando City coach James 
O'Connor won only two league matches after taking 
over last season, and took a big risk and surprised 
everyone by opening 2019 with a squad that left out 
Nani, Dwyer and others. At halftime, it looked like 
appeared it had backfired, perhaps warming his seat in the process. Instead, his late star subs rescued a point.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: His debut as Orlando's newest Designated Player came later than nearly everyone at Orlan-
do City Stadium would've expected, but when Nani finally made his entrance in the 70th minute, the roar that greeted 
the Portuguese former Manchester United star was deafening.
   
MAN OF THE MATCH: Dwyer was equally important as Nani in the buildup to the equalizer, and nearly created a chance 
for a go-ahead penalty kick, only for referee Baldomero Toledo to decide there was not a clear and obvious handball 
following a Video Review.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER    Ian Quillen    Contributor

Orlando City SC 2, New York City FC 2
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Michael Bradley stepped up to hand Toronto FC all three points in an action-packed season opener against the Philadel-
phia Union. The US international midfielder scored on either side of halftime start TFC on their way a 3-1 win, spoiling 
the debut of new Union star Marco Fabian, who scored his team's lone goal.

TFC got their first big chance of the game from the penalty spot in the 32nd minute. After a highlight-reel save from 
Andre Blake on TFC's Nick DeLeon, Auro's follow-up shot was blocked by Kai Wagner, only for referee Nima Saghafi to 
whistle for a penalty. Jonathan Osorio stepped up, but Blake played the hero again, saving the Canadian midfielder's 
tame effort.

Bradley would get TFC their goal in first-half stoppage time, though, arriving late to finish a simple chance from Auro's 
cutback. The veteran midfielder made it two for himself and TFC just after the hour mark, slamming home a loose ball 
after Laurent Ciman's cross ricocheted out towards the penalty spot.

Fabian would net his first official goal 
for the Union from 12 yards out after 
Osorio was whistled for a handball, 
but Toronto FC were able to ride out a 
tense final spell highlighed by Laurent 
Ciman's goal-line save, and iced the 
game via DeLeon's stoppage-time ef-
fort. 

Goals
45+3' – TOR – Michael Bradley 
62' – TOR – Michael Bradley
73' – PHI – Marco Fabian
90+3' – TOR – Nick DeLeon

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: TFC will take a lot 
more from this one than Philadelphia 
so early in the season. The Union certainly have some things to work on, but after TFC's disastrous 2018 and elimination 
from the Concacaf Champions League, there were big questions being raised about the future of the 2017 champs. This 
result certainly doesn't put those questions to bed, but such a composed road performance shows that the Reds might 
still have what it takes to contend in the East.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: Bradley's second goal proved the decisive goal a tightly-contested, tightly-officiated match, 
but it was Ciman's goal line save that preserved the three points for Toronto. With the Union having pulled one back 
already, they very nearly equalized following a mad scramble, only for Ciman to save the day with a sliding clearance at 
the very last second:

MAN OF THE MATCH: Credit to Michael Bradley for his all-action performance. He put in some stiff tackles to put the 
Union off their game, and nailed two composed finishes to hand his team a morale-boosting win. Hat tip to DeLeon and 
Auro for standout performances of their own.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER     Nick Rosano       Senior Editor

Philadelphia Union 1, Toronto FC 3
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Matías Almeyda will have to wait at least another week for his first win as San Jose Earthquakes head coach, as a visiting 
Montreal Impact side left Avaya Stadium with a 2-1 win on Saturday night.

Montreal's starting lineup featured three newcomers, but it was the old guard who got the ball rolling. Off a short cor-
ner kick, Ignacio Piatti, 34, dribbled along the endline and rifled past Argentine goalkeeper Daniel Vega to make it 1-1 in 
the 29th minute.

The game tilted the Impact's way from there, with Saphir Taider scoring the eventual game-winner in the 44th minute. 
He ghosted to the back post, volleying home a bending, precise cross from center back Zakaria Diallo, who missed all of 
last season with an Achilles tendon injury. 

Despite the loss, San Jose got the scoring underway in the 11th minute via Swedish midfielder Magnus Eriksson, when 
he picked out a corner from the top of the 18-yard box. 

Chris Wondolowski, one strike shy of tying Landon Donovan's all-time record for regular-season goals in MLS (145), was 
held off the scoresheet. 

Goals
11' – SJ – Magnus Eriksson 
29' – MTL – Ignacio Piatti
44' – MTL – Saphir Taïder

Three Things 

THE BIG PICTURE: With a new coach 
comes a new system, and it seems 
as though San Jose is still learning 
all those intricacies under Almeyda. 
Newcomers such as left back Marcos 
López and winger Cristian Espinoza 
had bright moments, though. As for 
Montreal, they made their limited 
chances count and buckled down 
defensively when the Earthquakes 
threw numbers forward. 

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: The fin-
ish to make it 2-1 was smooth, but 
the entry ball from Zakaria Diallo 
was quality. The Frenchman's vision and finesse looked every part of an experienced playmaker, not a center back. 

MAN OF THE MATCH: Saphir Taider had a sneaky-good 2018 season with seven goals and eight assists. Early into 2019, 
it looks like the Algerian midfielder is picking up right where he left off. Taider had a goal and an assist, including a 
game-winner as first-half stoppage time neared.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER     Jonathan Sigal       Contributor

San Jose Earthquakes 1, Montreal Impact 2



In a match that eventually showcased some of the high-tempo offense both teams are capable of — delivering offset-
ting goals by Albert Rusnak and Mauro Manotas — the Houston Dynamo and Real Salt Lake dueled to a 1-1 draw in the 
season opener for both teams on Saturday at BBVA Compass Stadium.

Initially, the Dynamo's pace appeared to keep RSL on edge, as they drew yellow cards from three different RSL players 
in the first 27 minutes. But the visitors were able to wrest control of the match late in the first half. Corey Baird, making 
a marauding run down the left flank, sent a pass in front of goal that Rusnak pounced on to capture the lead.

Both teams came out of the halftime break displaying more overall offensive savvy, and the Dynamo were able to 
equalize in the 62nd minute, when Adam Lundkvist sent in a cross that Manotas nearly turned on and directed into 
goal. It appeared that Boniek Garcia delivered the Dynamo's first lead of the season with a 76th minute strike, but it was 
ruled offside. New Dynamo d-mid Matias Vera made things a little more tense for the home faithful, getting sent off for 
his second yellow in the 81st minute, but they were able to hang on to the draw despite the man disadvantage.

Goals
40' – RSL – Albert Rusnak  
62' – HOU – Mauro Manotas 

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: For RSL, a road 
result against a conference oppo-
nent is a positive start to the season, 
setting them up for next Saturday's 
home opener. For the Dynamo, it 
was a physical game in which Alberth 
Elis in particular was bumped, bod-
ied, and fouled while putting in a full 
shift — not optimal given that the 
first leg of the Dynamo's Concacaf 
Champions League match against 
Tigres is looming Tuesday. Vera, 
with his two yellow cards, won't be 
available for next Saturday's match 
against Montreal Impact, to add to squad rotation woes already beginning for Houston.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: RSL looked as if they might have answered Manotas' equalizer with a go-ahead goal in the 
65th minute, but Joe Willis stretched out and snatched a dangerous Aaron Herrera cross that Jefferson Savarino would 
have surely smashed home to change the complexion of the match:

MAN OF THE MATCH: Rusnak and Manotas are vital to their teams' respective 2019 fortunes, and opening their ac-
counts on Saturday is a good, positive, encouraging start that could propel them to the playoffs.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER     Phil West        Contributor
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Andre Shinyashiki struck deep into second-half stoppage time to lift the 10-man Colorado Rapids to a 3-3 draw against 
the Portland Timbers on the snow-blanketed pitch at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park on a wintry Saturday afternoon in 
Commerce City.

The hosts raced out in front in the 16th minute as Kei Kamara opened his account by tapping in a Kellyn Acosta cross. 
Dillon Serna played Acosta behind and the 
U.S. international split a pair of defenders 
before sending his low ball across the edge 
of the six-yard box.

Diego Valeri leveled just before the half-
hour mark when he followed his own saved 
penalty kick and slotting past Tim Howard. 
The equalizer came after the Timbers had 
a goal David Guzman called back due to 
offside following Video Review and defender 
Axel Sjoberg was sent off on a straight red 
for denial of a goalscoring opportunity for 
handling the ball.

As conditions continued to deteriorate, Sebastian Blanco put Portland in front in the first minute of first-half stoppage 
time, latching onto a Valeri corner and slipping a glancing header inside the far post.

Benny Feilhaber scored his first goal for the Rapids one minute after halftime, following up his first blocked attempt 
with a sliding effort that evaded Jeff Attinella.

The Timbers regained their lead 20 minutes later when a sliding Deklan Wynne deflected Andy Polo’s cross into his own 
net. But Shinyashiki provided the late heroics on his Rapids debut, tapping in a rebound inside the six-yard box

Goals
16’ — COL — Kei Kamara  
29’ — POR — Diego Valeri
45’+1’ — POR — Sebastian Blanco  
46’ — COL — Benny Feilhaber
66’ — POR — Deklan Wynne (OG)
90’+4' — COL — Andre Shinyashik

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Can you see the Big Picture through all that snow? It’s a winning draw for the Rapids, who were 
reduced to 10 men and trailed late in the second half. Tough two points dropped for the Timbers, but maybe worse if 
Guzman is seriously injured from slipping on the snow and appearing to hurt his groin.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: It’s got to be the late equalizer by Shinyashiki, the rookie who came off the bench to score 
his first MLS goal in dramatic fashion.

MAN OF THE MATCH: Can it be the fans who braved the conditions at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park, including a dude who 
was bare-chested at the final whistle? Barring that, it’s Shinyashiki for the reasons above.
 

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER    Dylan Butler     Contributor
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Colorado Rapids 3, Portland Timbers 3



FC Cincinnati have arrived, but Jordan Morris is back.

The forward struck for a brace, his first goals since August, 2017, to lift the Seattle Sounders to a 4-1 win, spoiling FC 
Cincy’s inaugural MLS match Saturday night at CenturyLink Field.

Leonardo Bertone scored the first goal in FC Cincinnati’s MLS history, a stunning full volley in the 13th minute that 
silenced the raucous Rave Green faithful.

Kelvin Leerdam leveled in the 27th minute, an easy tap-in after goalkeeper Przemyslaw Tyton spilled a Nico Lodeiro 
shot targeted for the far post.

Morris followed six minutes later with the go-ahead goal, receiving a terrific through ball from Lodeiro and his attempt 
deflected in off FC Cincy defender Nick Hagglund.

Morris, who has fought back from a 
hamstring injury that limited him in 
2017 and an torn ACL that wiped out his 
entire 2018 MLS season, netted his 
second two minutes before halftime. 
On a well worked counter attack, Victor 
Rodriguez slipped the ball to Morris, who 
buried his shot into the top corner of the 
net.

Raul Ruidiaz put the finishing touches on 
the lopsided win with his first goal of the 
year three minutes from full time.

Goals
13’ — FCC — Leonardo Bertone
27’ — SEA — Kelvin Leerdam 
33’ — SEA — Jordan Morris 
43’ — SEA — Jordan Morris 
87’ — SEA — Raul Ruidiaz

Three Things

THE BIG PICTURE: Bertone’s goal was brilliant, but obviously there’s work to do, especially on the defensive side of 
the ball. But it’s just Game 1 for FC Cincinnati. Meanwhile, it’s been a long time coming for Morris, who got a deserved 
standing ovation in his first league game since Sept. 2017.

MOMENT OF THE MATCH: This isn’t just the moment of the match, but a moment that will go down in FC Cincinnati 
lore.
 
MAN OF THE MATCH: Lodeiro the maestro deserves some nods, as does Rodriguez, but it has to be Morris, who 
opened his account and his season in magnificent fashion.

CREDIT: MLS SOCCER     Dylan Butler     Contributor
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